Within twelve months of graduation, 92% of graduates from the 2019 MAS MBC cohort have secured satisfying, challenging positions as directors, managers, scientists, fellows, specialists and more, in the field of conservation.

These employment statistics and titles reflect the powerful training, expertise and guidance our students receive while in the MAS MBC program, as well as the broad professional network our students build while here. Combined with our top-quality reputation, our graduates are marketable and competitive for conservation leadership opportunities around the world.

Our alumni promote quickly within the conservation field and with demonstrated success. Over 30% of alumni are founders, directors or managers within five years of graduation. After ten years since graduation, that number goes up to nearly 52%, with more than 35% holding director, administrator or officer titles.

MAS MBC alumni are effective and recognized leaders who spearhead research, found innovative for-profit companies, lead agencies, create policy, craft effective communication strategies, educate youth and adults, direct NGOs, produce films and impact marine conservation in meaningful and prominent ways. As presidents, directors, scientists, analysts, researchers, specialists, consultants, communicators, biologists, filmmakers and attorneys, our alumni are changing the way the world understands and manages our coastal and ocean resources.

*All statistics are based on June 2020 data for our 238 current alumni. “Director” includes officers and administrators. “Specialist-C” means graduates are specialists in a conservation-related field. “Specialist-O” means graduates are working as specialists in another field.